
Simplifying the Business of Healthcare

At Emdeon, we’re here to help. To transform the way you run your healthcare business today, call us at 877.EMDEON.6 (877.363.3666) for a complimentary review.

Emdeon Printing
and Fulfillment
Streamlined fulfillment and distribution of printed
provider reimbursement communications

In today’s healthcare environment, every dollar counts. Cutting overhead

costs can help payers realize immediate savings. Outsourcing printing and

fulfillment functions of provider reimbursement communications to Emdeon

not only streamlines processes, it can also save money!

Using state-of-the-art technology, Emdeon Printing and Fulfillment can help

payers realize postage and print savings while improving related processes.

Emdeon’s solution analyzes payer data and consolidates Explanations of

Payments (EOPs), checks and payment correspondence per provider.

On behalf of the payer, Emdeon Healthpayers USA Postage Cooperative

sends providers consolidated EOPs, checks and multi-payer correspondence

for multiple patients. By sending one envelope with aggregated

payer-provider communications, Emdeon can save payers postage

and printing costs. By mailing one envelope containing multiple

correspondence, Emdeon is able to pass savings in postage and print

material costs directly on to our customers.

Healthcare-focused service

Lower postage rates

State-of-the-art technology
that can drive down costs

and maximize accuracy



Emdeon is a leading provider of revenue and payment cycle management and clinical
information exchange solutions, connecting payers, providers and patients in the U.S.
healthcare system. For more information, visit www.emdeon.com.
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Features
• Payer-specific solutions

• Online client access includes operations management,
 document viewing, form changes and reporting

• Client-driven innovations

•  State-of-the-art printing and fulfillment services,
 including best-in-breed technology and innovative
 software solutions

Benefits
• Minimal equipment outages, lower costs and
 maximum accuracy

• Lower postage rates and direct savings for the customer

•  Form changes that can be accomplished in days instead
 of weeks

Emdeon Printing and Fulfillment simplifies the business of printed payments.
Through the Healthpayers USA Postage Cooperative, it also can save payers
significant money. While USPS® postage rates have continually increased during
the last decade, Emdeon’s payer co-op rates have decreased!

Healthpayers USA Average Variance per Printed Side vs. USPS® Postage Rates

HPUSA Cost per SideUSPS  Postage Rates®
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Figure 1: Healthpayers USA Postage Cooperative
customers’ average savings in terms of variance from
average cost versus variance in USPS® rates over
the same period.


